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as been given excellent marks. Not

only have Finnish writers praised jt, but approving comments have also been

made by foreign authors, in his textlnn4. of phonetics Vademehoni den Pho

.RrAl., (1950:39) Eugene Ninth quotes the classification of orthographies of

various languages, originally dar up by Lundell. The spelling conven-

tions are classified according to the relation of pronunciation to spell-

ing in each language. Serbian and Finnish have according to this

classification - an "ex ce 1 1 en t" orthography ;, Croatian, Czech, Palish,

Italian and Spanish "quite good "; Swedish and German "rather poor" and,

Finally, English and French "abominable". In his LZhguZatiea neAnA6 cuf -

noel (1957:96) Robert tact mentions Finnish, Turkish and Spanish as

examples Of languages, in which the writing systems are close to ideal

as regards Such a DOintaSregulaPity in the relation of spelling and sounds=

Dwight Bolinger in Asprets (.4 L41:.4.,qo (1968; 197S:469-470) mentions

Spanish, Czech and Finnish as languages, in each of which the writing

system is close to the ideal of phonemic writing. In ConipmA4t-We teading
by John Downing (1972:217-) Finnish orthography is discussed fairly exten-

sively, the argumentation being mainly on KyOstie's article (1972) on

the topic (See also Downing 1913).

Lee (1960:13), also, gives Finnish and Turkish as examples of lan-

guages that are most regularly Spelt. The Finnish spelling systeln has

also been frequently discussed by O.K. Kytistib in various contexts. Ac-

cording to him (1967:71), Finnish orthography is phonetic, by which he

means that there are no inconsistencies whatever in the spelling and that

the position of a grapheme in a word does not influence its pronunciation

1

This is a slightly enlarged version of a paper published in Finnish
in obilo lhCtz n juiitakl[je. Turku 1978.
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(see also Kybstid 1972). According to Fred Korlsst. 6:19) Finnish

orthography is considered one of the best existing spelling conventions

because it is consistently phonological. The notion of the ideality of

Finnish orthography seems to have been contested only by Thomas A. Sebeok

(1944). Various points of view presented by him will also be discussed

r on in this article.

The comprehensive general works on Finnish grammar deal with the

spelling system only briefly. lkolo, in his manual of the Fihnish lan-

guage (1968:103) considers the Finnish spelling system to be "exceptionally

simple and explicit, since Finnish is pronounced in the same way ac it is

spelt. generally letter by letter". He then gives six points where

"spelling diverges from pronunciation". They are the following: (1)

the irregular spelling /9/, (2) the variation in spelling between

no - mp (eg. tueeura /tulempa/ 'I will come' Zandan pCq,6 /14hdeM POW

'I will go away' but ,sualemn 'greater' eamreat 'sheep') (3) the variation

between he - EX and ritil - nmr iamani:ainen 'same kind of', swooltroillait

'fantastic' despite the pronunciation /samallainen/, /suoremmoieen/ (4)

the alternating spelling of ho u and if - .i. (cf. also the vagueness in

Pronunciation); kauan 'for a long time' and etue,ti 'to go off, to explode'

are spelt without the letter v ; variation between fv_irtUf 'pees' kya-ija

'one who plucks' and iiaSta 'from a pig' --1 6ijah-ta 'instead of is usually

present only in spelling. (5) the inflections of words like voek4, utoha,

Uekci niteao4a 'in the food' vh.00asa 'in a cake tin' Utasaa. 'tethered'

are pronounced /ruuassa vuuassa Massa/ and (6) the fact that consonant

doubling caused by a 'rudimentary' morphophoneme called "jaannOslopuke is

overlooked in spelling on a word boundary and in connection with an enclitic

Suffix (eq. taepa 'come' /tuleppoi, tote poia 'come away' AulepPols/.

similarly, Penttil4 in his extensive textbook of Finnish grammar (1963:

36-39) mentions the above exceptions, giving futher examples.

The notion of the excellence of the Finnish spelling system has been

hailed with enthusiasm among writers on the speech understanding systems of

computers. In The Eleattonie Revotution by Handel there is a chapter on

Speech recognition devices in which the following sentence appears - obvi-

ously added to the Finnish edition by the translator: "Finnish would be

much easier for the computer to recognize than English since it is pro=

nounced the way it is spelt". Naturally, the spelling of a language does



not affect the ease speech recognition in the least. I

In a recent artir.le the science editor of a newspaper introduced Speech

synth is project in which the main goal was to produce a device that

could convert writing to speech. Some of the problems involved in the con-

struction of a device of this kind are easily solved as far 45 Finnish is

concerned: a particular sequence of graphic signs given a% an input to

the computer can always be converted into an identical seqUenCe of sounds

in speech. _ rding to this article the introduced solution is partic-

ularly suitable for a computer that speaks Finnish since "Finnish is by

and large the only language that is pronounced the way it is spelt with

accuracy ". There nave been many instances 0 a still worse con-

fusion in concepts like 'language', 'writing' and 'speech': occasionally

one comes across claims like "thco Finnish language bas been converged to

p7ronunciation". From the context one can conclude that 'language' here

means 'orthography'.

Writing Can never get converged to pronunciation in a phonetic sense -

not even in the finest transcription (cf. Wiik 1973 :12 -14). It therefore

seems to he appropriate to consider what is really meant by "phonetic

spelling" or by claims like "writing is regular if compared with pronun-

ciation", or "writing is converged to Pronunciation". Even the so-called

phonetic transcription in which the relationship of sounds and spelling

is reflected at its most concrete, is seldom capable of representing in

an accurate way the variation and alteration of sounds that regularly

occur in speech, Man has a tendency - even as a transcriber -

to organize his auditory perception according to the functional categories

of the language in question, A judgement on the quality of a sound, its

duration or some other phonetic parameter is seldom based entirely on the

auditory perception of the transcriber. He first identifies a larger,

functional linguistic unit, has certain expectations of its morphological,

phonological and phonetic structure based on his linguistic intuition,

For a lap5e of thought on the part of another author see Fonetitkan pa-
pati.t. Oulu 1973. The author who discussed automatic speech recognition
based his arguments on the notion that Finnish orthography is "regular".
The 'regularity of speech" or the ease of speech recognition processes
do not of course, depend on the Orthography. A further lapse could be
found in a survey of the goals of language teaching in Finland in Which
it was stated that the English language is "unphOnetic". What was meant
was naturally that English orthography is unphonellic,

4
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and, according to these expectations, he hen interprets the phonetic

reality (cf. 011er & Eilers 1975). One could even claim that a phonetic

spelling that would follow the pronunciation but would overlook the lin-

guistic intuition of Man concerning the functionally meaningful structures

of language would be very difficult for someone to learn. the variants of

'phonetic' transcription that are used in dialectology or language teaching

(eg. pronunciation drill books or dictionaries of English) are typical

examples of phonological transcriptions to which a number of signs of

certain allophonic features have been added (cf. Lebtonen, Sajavaara & May

1977:52-59). Theoretically, phonetic transcription can be defined as a

writing SySttM which can be employed without depending on language-specific

information, The principle of phonetic transcription has no practical

significance, and the orthographic system of Finnish is by no means phonetic,

2

An orthographic code in which every meaningfully distinctive unit has

an equivalent in spelling is called phonological or phonemic spelling. It

is not possible to employ phonological spelling 'solely on the basis of

auditory information" as has been claimed sometimes (cf. Ahvenainen &

Siirila 1977:25). In order to apply phonemic spelling one has to master

the phoneme paradigm and the phonotactic rules at the level of word phonol-

ogy as the pronunciation of a given language, or its phonetic code. But

the correct spelling of the word does not necessarily presuppose that its

meaning is known. When a child learns phonological spelling he not only

has to learn letter/sound relationships or the distinctive shape of the

characters, but the potential phonological structures of words in his lan-

guage as well and the restrictions and predictabilities of these struc-

tures.

The principle of spelling, given its final shape by the Ancient Greeks,

is now known as phonological spelling. Its influence on the expansion of

alphabetic writing that employs the Latin or Cyrillic alphabet and also On

the expansion of the whole of western society has been enormous. Phonolog-

ical spelling was also thought an ideal spelling convention by the tradi-

tional structuralists. In an ideal spelling convention - according to this

traditional "taxonomic" approach - separate letters are used for speech

sounds that represent separate phonemes. The sounds that are variants of



one and the same phoneme must always be indicated with one and the same

letter. Thus. a one-to-one relationship must prevail between the phonemes

of a language and the symbols of its orthography, (Wiik 1973:13; see

also Pike 1947:208-)

Ultimately the principle of phonological spelling involves two re-

quirements: (1) the actual phonological condition and (2) the principle

of the linearity of the segments. According to the first condition every

phoneme of a language must have an equivalent in the orthographic system

and, conversely,a particular written utterance can he converted into one

particular sequence of phonemes only. In other words, each written word

can be pronounced in only one way, The segmental principle says, in

short, that the sequence of letters in writing has to be identical with

the corresponding sequence of segments at the level of surface phonology.

As regards the first requirement eg, the string of letters <sch> in German

as a symbol of /f/ and the letter x> as a symbol of /ks/ are quite accept-

able since these characters or character sequences always have only one

phonological equivalent. The way to indicate the first syllable vowel

in German words like nehmen, i5 also admissible because the com-

bination vowel+h> is used systematically in German orthography to denote

a long ('geschlossen') vowel. The ways of symbolizing /9/ in Finnish

orthography (ie. <nk> pro /5k/ as in kenkii /ke9k4/ 'shoe', <ng> pro /59/

as in kengan /ke9 pan/ 'of a shoe' and egn> pro /9n/ as in dignaati /si9naa-

li/ 'signal') are also phonologically unambiguous, since none of these

symbolizations are used to indicate any other phonological structure. As

regards the phonological condition the English spelling in words like

<pale> <ride> <tone> is also acceptable, since the letter combination

<V(C)V> always implies that the vowel is long: /pet1/, /red/, /taun/

vs. <pal> <rid> <tom> /pal/ /rTd/ /ton/. Traditional criticism of spell-

ing conventions of various languages has been focused mainly on cases,

similar to those above, where the relationship between the graphemic

and phonemic levels violates the segmental principle (see Meth 1950:

86-). The brief comments on the orthography in the textbooks of Finnish

grammar_are usually limited to the spelling of /9/ which is - according

to these grammars - the only actual flaw in Finnish orthography. The

fact that the final 'e> in English words like <pale ride tone> has been

called "mute e" reveals that the int erpreter of the graphemic code may
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lave fully realized the existence or function of graphemic structures

consist' ng of more than one symbol.

The principle of phonological spelling Would hardly be as widely

snread and applied as it is now if it did not possess some remarkable

advantages compared to other spelling conventions. The "fit" of a spell-

ing system can be evaluated from four points of view: (1) how easily it

can be applied in the creation of an orthography for a language that pre-

viously has none (2) how easy it is from the point of view of learning to

read and write how efficient and appropriate it is in practice from

the point of view of the psycholinguistic skills and faculties of Man and

now easily it can be adapted for use by a specific linguistic and

cultural community. The following arguments can be stated for the phonemic

spelling. The phonemic level, ie. the level of invariant distinctive

segments, is obviously one of the most uncomplicated levels in the percep-

tion of linguistic structures and units on language. The application of

eg. morphophonological spelling would demand - if compared with the pho-

nological spelling - a profound knowledge of the historical causes for

the morphophonological alterations in a language, if it is meant to fulfil

the requirement of naturalness.

Since the use of phonological spelling involves only the analysis

of the simplest and most peripheral patterns in the structure of the lan-

guage in which we write it is fairly easy to apply it to new languages

(cf. Pike 1947:208-). Obviously for the same reason, ie. because of the

peripheral nature of the linguistic reference level in writing, which

makes its application to new languages so easy, the phonological spell-

ing also seems to be indisputably well-adapted as regards the rate and

ease of learning to write (Downing 1972:217- ; Read 1973:18). Children

who speak a language which is phonemically spelt learn to write more

rapidly and easily than children who speak a language in which the re-

lationship between orthographic symbols and speech sounds is irregular

or based on more complicated means of correspondence. The principles

of Finnish spelling convention are obviously successful, or even optimal

for the purposes of elementary education.



In both the history of western alphabetic writing and in the appl
cation the writing systems of classical languages to the spelling of
new languages, one of the leading principles has always been that every
distinctive speech sound of a language must have a corresponding symool
in the alphabet.

Som. languages have arrived at solutions that are d on some other
principle instead of the phonemic one. It might have been found more
difficult to conform the sound system of some languages to the Latin al-
ohapet (eg. because of the greater number of phonemes or the presence of
ononological suprasegmental properties). However, the most important
reason for the alienation of the orthographies from the phonological close-
ness CO pronunciation this has happened in various languages in Europe
teat have an old cultural and literary tradition - is the fact that
writing tends to change very slowly. Phonological spell ing is both natural
and appropriate for the purposes of a new orthography- This does not,
however, imply that an old, well - established orthography is unnatural.
English orthography, for instance which - because of its own inertia -
reflects patterns which existed in the language before certain phonological
changes took place is inherently natural in these points and in harmony
with the linguistic intuition of the speakers, even though it is no longer
Phonological from the taxonomic point of view. Nevertheless, English
orthography is a favourite example of an inconsistent or even chaotic
spelling cOnventi on.

It has been claimed that the following construction (presumably orig-
inally presented by Gil. Shaw) is a good example of the inconsistency of
the system: The claim is that the word Mali could also be spelt <ghoti>
since <gh- is a symbol of /f/ in taugh, co> is a symbol of /i/ in women,
and <ti> serves as a symbol of /f/ in na-tion. Naturally, the t.hole con-
struction is erroneous throughout: <gh> is never used as a symbol of /f/
word-initially, the correspondence <o> /1/ occurs only in the word
100fflert, and <Vs as a symbol of /f/ can occur only at the beginning of an
unstressed non-initial syllable. Just as unrealistic is the constructed
string of letters tlivrenzavce> which should result in silence when pro-
nounced. It is compiled of the "dead" or "silent" letters of certain
place names that have retained their archaic spelling (viz. 5trathaven.



Miingavie, Cirencester, Culzean, Abergavenny, Leicester), Yet English

spelling has some features that may seem strange for the user of the Finn-

ish spelling system. One of these is the fact that English is not spelt

according to the letter/sound ,principle exclusively.

Chomsky & Halle (1968:49) have argued that "the fundamental principle

of orthography is that phonetic variation is not indicated where it is

predictable by general rule", They also argue that "orthography is a

system designed for readers who know the language, who understand sentences.

Such readers can produce the correct phonetic norms, given the orthographic

representation and the surface structure, by means of rules that they

employ in producing and interpreting sentences", Thus, English orthography

is in fact very close to an optimal spelling system (0, also Carol Chomsky
1970).

When evaluating the efficiency of various spelling conventions from

the point of view of readability, the leading position of the phonological

letter/sound principle is no longer unchallenged. The reading of written

text can not be seen as a kind of decoding process in which the letter

symbols in the text are recognized symbol by symbol, proceeding from left

to right, and then turned into a corresponding phoneme
sequence ( =the

model of phonological transmission), after which the structure of the se

quence is recognized and the correct meaning is assigned to it. If this

was the case, phonological spelling would undoubtedly be the best alter-
native, Psycholinguists have shown, however, that to read is not to decode
a letter sequence into speech. The reader not only uses visual identifi-

cation cues for the words and phrases present in the graphic representa-

tion, but he also employs his knowledge of the context and his knowledge of

the syntax and semantics of the language. The goal of the reader is,

above all, to recognize the meaning, not to recognize separate words or

letters; the recognition of the meaning of a linguistic unit can precede

the recognition of a particular word in it, Reading - as well as auditory

comprehension - is a dynamic linguistic process, in which only a small

amount of the information needed to reach the meaning, is included in the

letter strings of the text (see Cooper & Petrosky 1976; Massaro 1975:241-

PlatZack 1973; Spoehr & Smith 1975). The visual cues in writing therefore

consist not only of graphic distinctive features of letters but also of
"images" made up of letter strings. From the point of view of rapid
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reading; it is mandt ry that in a good orthographic system the same mean-

ingful unit must always he indicated with the same letter sequence. From

this point of view English orthography is nearly optimal: words derived

from the same stem but with varying phonological representations are spelt

in the same way as regards the stem (eg. photo, photoguph, photoglaphal.

The spelling or prepositions and suffixes, that are important for the

recognition of meaning, is also very consistent and the "irregular" spell-

ing of various common lexical items increases their visual recognizability

(cf. Chomsky & Halle 1968:49; Bolinger 1975:480- ; Cronnell 1972; Reed

1970). I

The supporters of the English spelling convention have emphasized

that an orthography which does not specify the surface structure of pho-

nological representations allows a large variation between the dialects

and sociolects without becoming controversial to any dialectal variant.

To convert the above-mentioned notion to apply to phonological spelling

it must be concluded that Finnish orthography would necessarily have a

very strong normative ingluence on the spoken language and also a levell-

ing influence on the phonetic variation between dialects. A phonological

spelling convention in which-the "correct" representation of a morpheme

is given letter by letter is undoubtedly one of the most influental factors

that smooth out the differences between the geographical dialects of

Finland.

It is well-known that the phonological character of Finnish orthography

has been aided by the fact that the literary tradition was born fairly

late in Finland and thus the norms of written language were fixed only

fairly recently. The "purity" of Finnish orthography - above all due to

the comparatively recently established norms can also be, at least in

part, attributed to the Swedish language, which for centuries served as a

vehicle of literary culture in Finland instead of our mother tongue.

1
It sould be pointed out, however, that there are no experimental data

to show that the interpretation of the word stem and the recognition of
meaning, would be slower or more difficult for a reader of eg. Finnish,
the orthography of which reflects morphophonologically predictable surface
phonological structures (cf. Lotz 1972:122).



it is only because of the poor devolopMent of our early literature

chat v.e have been able to improve our orthography quite successfully with-

out breaking any historical ties, which elsewhere have been the worst

hindrance for progress" (V. Kiparsky 1932:239), The almost complete

letter/sound -relation in Finnish orthography can be attributed both

to the competent developers of the spelling convention and to the sound

pattern of Finnish itself: the number of phonemes in Finnish is such that,

with only a few modifications of the basic characters the Latin alphabet

has been sufficient for giving each sound a symbol of its own. The

result has also been influenced by the fact that some of the phonetic

phenomena of the language (ie. the so-called "long" vowels and consonants)

have been interpreted biphonemically and have thus been spelt with two
letters. It should be noted that the present spelling of double vowels

and geminate consonants (eO. rnuuta 'something else'; =MI 'but') is
also in accordance with the phonological interpretation: it is not neces-

sary to postulate the distinctive feature of quantity in Finnish which
would yield phonemes like /u/, /5/. /1 /. /1/ etc. (since /tuli/ / /tali/
or /tili/ / /tili/ 1. According to the current interpretation Finnish

vowels and most of the consonants -though with many restrictions- can

form combinations of two similar or different phonemes and thus produce

"double vowels" and "double consonants", which are also longer in duration
than a single sound, (The words tuti 'fire' and ruuti 'wind' are thus

not distinguished by the phonological length of the /u/ but by the different

phonological quantity of the first syllable, which is due to the latter

word having an extra /u/ in the initial syllable: The lack of such supra-

segmental phonemes in Finnish as tone, word stress or quantity (at least
according to the current interpretation), which could not be represented

as a linear string of segments, has also contributed to the present situa-
tion.

One important condition has to be met before Finnish orthography can

be accepted frOm the point of view discussed above: the system can be

considered theoretically valid and acceptable only if it is based on a

correct and adequate phonemization of the language. It is superfluous

to review the discussion an the Finnish phoneme paradigm here (for the

ttil 1i, ti:li] etc.

1i



oradigm soe Lehtonen, Sajavaara h May 1977:94, 127), It is more essential

to consider more closely the weak points that Finnish orthography also

seems to include, especially as regards the children's learning of reading

and writing.

The following observations concern only the spelling of words which

structurally belong to the basic native system of Finnish phonology. It

goes without saying that recent loans (borrowed from eg. English), which

have retained their original spelling, cause considerable difficulties

both in reading and writing. The problems caused by those loans are

discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5. Schoolchildren do not make

spelling errors only in words of foreign origin or in the letter/sound

combinations that are new in the language. Errors can also he found

abundantly in the native vocabulary. Obviously the most common class

of errors is the omission of a letter in certain word structures. This

could even he regarded as a characteristic feature of Finnish orthography.

Puoppila, Roman & Msti (1969) in their analysis of the writing errors

of schoolchildren in grade II or grade III of comprehensive schools have

shown that the errors made by the children can be grouped around six

factors, which are the following (the order is from the strongest to the

weakest): (1) "missing letters" which include letters omitted from geminates

and double vowels as well as other missing letters, but also reversals,

rotations and a number of other errors (2) "unmeaningful word" (3) "wrong

diacritic signs" (eg, 6 - o ; 4 - a) (4) "one word/ two words -errors"

which also include the erroneous use of capital letters or small charac-

ters, and a number of other errors (5) "confusion between m and n" and

(6) "the confusion between nk and ng"; this factor also includes an in-

Correct word-final letter, Most of the errors made by the grade II pupils

and grade III pupils (viz, c. 50% of all errors) can be explained by the

factor "missing letter", For example, 22.6% of the errors made by the

grade 11 pupils consisted of letters omitted from geminate consonants

(eg. kupe4ka_ka pro kupoikeaha 'Somersault', kiit_kaaati pro kakkaaati

'clearly' kuninkaajinen prO kuninkaattinen 'royal'. mait64141.vatan pro

mansaLtivistJon 'to the row of marchers').
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9,71 of the spelling errors consisted of letters omitted from a double

vowel (eg. Cnii nil pro etdana 'some faittitiencsn pro Edhitienoon 'of the

surroundings', a ttokho pro aatrokko 'the waves', toma,tri. pro tometattA:

'tomato.). Finally, 17% of the errors were made by omitting a letter in

some other position (eg. Aunniki2r4amana pro sunnun.taiaamuwa on a Sunday

morning', hii2o/eniz,4n pro laihtotertkin 'of a skiing round', vi_haen pro

oivhuen 'swishing' and takaain pro takais-bi 'back') (Ruoppila & Vasti

1971:37). In a dictation test constructed by Ahvenainen & Siirild (1977:

32) the percentages of errors were as follows: Z6,51 of the errors made

by the grade II children were of the "missing letter" type, as were 34,4

of the errors made by the grade 111 pupils and 35,4% of the errors made by

the grade IV pupils. When reading aloud the profile of errors is different

and new types of error occur, which are not present in writing. However,

the percentage of "missing letters" is high even in reading errors (11.7%;

see Ruoppila & Usti 1971:32), Even if it is very difficult to compare

different languages as regards the problems and errors involved in read-

ing, it is possible to claim that missing letters are typically Finnish

errors and possibly due, therefore, to an inadequaney in the relation of

sounds and spelling in the language,

It must be noted that the percentage of errors provoked by the

varying spelling of /9/ (eg.ctuir-Zko pro ow:Aka 'sun', onneukoukkuun or

ogenizoolebvlin pro ongenkoukkaun 'hook') is only 7,0% and the percentage

of errors caused by additional letters (eg. kammpi pro kampi 'crank',

iukkaet pro aukaet 'a pair of skis', ompeteija pro empaija 'clresSMaker',

pLtZnseaaa pro pvtinaeaaa 'princess') is also c. 7%. In the test carried

out by Ahvenainen & Siirild (1977:32) only 0,7% of the errors made by

grade II pupils were /9/ -errors and the percentages of these errors in

grades III and IV were 3,6% and 6,5% respectively. Ahvenainen 8 SiiriM

have recently tried to analyze the factors that influence the "acoustic

spelling ability" (Finnish 'kfrioitettavuus') of Finnish words (the

authors presumably use the term acOUsticjr the sense of "auditive",

or rather "perceptual"). They have arrived at the conclusion that the

basic unit in determining the difficulty index is the syllable. The more

Syllables there are in a word, and the more complex the syllables arc

Structurally, the more difficult the word is to spell. Although the

analysis of the authors appears to be unfinished as yet, especially as

13
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regares syllabic structures. the chain of reasoning could be carried

on as follows: the quantity system of Finnish is essentially based on

tot syllabic quantities short and long. A short syllable is a syllable

consisting of an optional initial consonant and no more than one vowel;

if there is an additional vowel or a final consonant the syllable is

called long (eq. 5a.ta 'hundred' vs. so fa 'mean,tingy', Atta.Za 'see

off', san.ta 'sand'). A Finnish child may have certain difficulties

gnizing the phonological structure of the fundamental types.

esoet'Ally when two similar vowels or consonants are combined on a word

hok4rnary (eg, maid 'death' vs. maana as the earth' vs. manna 'manna').

a average these basic structures are easily distinguished since e9.

the durations within the final syllable provide a strong additional

cue cf. Lehtonen 197C:153- ; note, however, that syllabic quantity

is remarkably less distinctive towards the end of a polysyllabic word).

There are, however, three kinds of syllabic structures in Finnish which

shzuld be distinguished by their length (ka,sa 'heap', kon.set 'people',

kar.s,.sa 'with'), A long and a short syllable are phonetically distin-

guished by almost all durations in "measure" (Finnish. 'tahti') which

consists of two successive syllables (Lehtonen 19701126, 130). On the

other hand, there are hardly any concomitant identification cues that

would help in distinguishing between the long and the over long syllables,

by producing phonetic redundancy, in addition to the inherent quality

and duration of one segment.
1

It is therefore inherently difficult for a speaker of Finnish to

recognize the structure of words that include overlong syllables, and

thus most common errors in spelling can be expected to be those concern-

ing syllabic quantity. Errors that have been proved to be typical of

Finnish spelling are thus not necessarilyAue to a deficiency in the

spelling convention but perhaps to a weak point in the linguistic sys-

tem itself, viz. the complicated quantity system. it may sound ironic

1
The exceptional position of over long syllables is also shown by their

textual frequency; c. one third of the initial syllables of Finnish are
short, c. two thirds are long and only 1,4% of the initial syllables are

overlong (ie. five syllables in the sample of the 150 most frequent
Finnish initial syllables, see Pesonen 1974:46)

/4/
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cf Finnish -Often described as !lei:,
clear - proves in fact to he the Achilles heel of our language 'for
the difficulties in foreign language learning caused by the Finnish
tivartity, see tehtonen, Sajavaara & May 1977).

The cases where the spelling of Finnish deviates from its ''convergence
to -:ronunciation" can be divided into two groups: (1) there is linguistic
information in speech, that cannot possibly be conveyed by writing or
(2) writing does not display all the phonological variation in the lan-
guage. A detailed discussion on case (1) wil 1 not be necessary, since
Finnish orthography 15 just as inadequate as any other system as a conveyor
of the actual information in the spoken message, The paralinguistic content
of speech and inn inforigatiun provided by gestures. exort-ssioos or movements
cannot be made explicit in any orthography. Similarly, orthography can
never make explicit such morphological, syntactic or semantic information,,
which in speech is conveyed through the changes of eg. stress, intonation
or speech rate, (cf. Lehtonen 1976:19: Fig. 1). This information includes
the ter, tual relations of the sentences, topicaliation, emphasis and also
such phonetic phenomena, which are used to indicate a connection between
words or phrases, and which cannot be made explicit in the spelling. As

arch the syntactic cues that are segmental by nature, the possibilities
of making them explicit in the spell ing are better: sentence boundaries
as well as compound and word boundaries can he indicated by punctuation
or by blank spaces (eg. e..tralua.wet his bird' vs. tintu-rtitao 'bird trap';
kmitu-eai3P,,icti 'school idler ' vs. hocifutri- tatz.i. 'discipline of the pupils')
Some examples of case (2) have been already given at the beginning of this
article. Sortie of the most important points are that the phonological sandhi
assimilation (tcttenpoika / talompoika/ 'fanner', cn meue /eitmene/ 'I won't
go') and initial doubling ie. phonological doubling of the initial consonant
on a word boundary caused by a phenomenon called 'idanndslopuke', (eg. mote

/meneppois/ 'go away' ) are not indicated in the spelling. ;lords like
ei-eati /roan, ian/ can be rega rded as solitary exceptions.
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One of the crucial properties of phonological spelling is that the

phonemic representation of the word can be predicted from the information

included in the string of letters. No infOrMation is thus needed on the

Meaning of the word (as is the case in English: eg, <read> can be inter-

ptted as /ri:d/ or /red/). Vice versa, the graphemic representation

Of the word can be deducted by depending on the phonological information

only (but in Swedish eg. /ju:4/ can be spelt .jorcb <Word> or chjord>

depending on the meaning of the word). Finnish orthography is fully

phonological only as regards the function of the basically native system

of the language. Present usage has adopted many words of foreign or

artificial origin, in which the relation of letters to sounds deviates

from that of the native system. Miring the features that are recently

adoPted are new grapheme/phoneme relations, with their concomitant

irregularities, and also inconsistencies in symbolizing long consonants.

Ah examiple of the previous feature iS eg. eye as skinb01 of /i/ in a

.!umber of recent everyday words ((Indy, baby, cecizy, e0b4/,

p4ty, ctc.). a5 a sAtol Of /i.i/ (ehutu, know-how etc.), the

use of qo as a symbol of /ks/ (d441e, .telex, nova, etc,), and

the insistence of ash., as a symbol of /f/ - which does not even exist

in speech (eg. c,shekki> /sekki/ 'cheque'). There are various, other

examples and most of the spellings are borrowed from the English ortho-

graphy. Another group of irreoularitles consists of the graphic represent-

ations of so-called half-foreign sounds. The letters .02,g fs are graph'

ically represented in a vast number Of items that have become established

in present-day Finnish, and the graphemes will remain in the orthography

regardless of the argument whether the sound should be included in the

phoneme paradigm of Finnish of not If and when - the Finnish speaker

does not realize the opposition p/b in his speech, the relation between

spelling and pronunciation of these words is not phonological but Morph0-

phonological: we can choose betWeen the spellings beari) 'bar' and .Taari

'stretcher' only after we know the meaning of /paari/ in a particular

utterance. Of course the same applies to the previously mentioned items

Andy, c-4dr0, -5f:o11 first we must recognize /andi kreisi sou/ as 'foreign'

words, after which it is possible to spell them correctly by applying

sptci.sl rules that concern only those words.

16
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The gradation of the stop consonants within the stun that occurs in

native words also causes uncertainty in the spelling of the new vocabulary.

Should alf.a, beta, data, delta, filter, fortis, shampoo, Costa Rica, sparta,

sulfa,- be pronounced with a single consonant or /alffa, beetta, daatta, deltta

filtter, forttis, samppoo, kosta riikka, spartta,sulffa/? The latter pro-

nuciation seems to be favoured by most speakers of Finnish.. Should the

spelling of these and similar words be changed towards the .common pronun-

ciation or can the typically Finnish tendency of gemination be rooted

out from the new vocabulary by careful instruction in language usage? Or,

should the irregular relationship between spelling and sound -be tolerated

in cases like these? (For the origin of the geminative tendency, see

Kettunen 1959:22-23:) 1 Still more controversial is the relationship

between the geminate sound and the single letter in the inflection of new

loan words ending with an obstruent. The "correct" spelling and hence

the "correct" pronunciation is eg. Fatifiata, kock:itockia

hok:Aok.ai, pop:pope:a etc. (the inflected form in each word pair is the

partitive case of the word), though probably every Finnish speaker says:

/fiattia folkkia rokkia poppia/.

The phenomena discussed above are caused by a continuously increasing

influence of foreign language and culture on the Finnish language and

Finnish orthography. It is difficult fo find a way of controlling the

new vocabulary and new concepts, and they also bring new norms for the

orthography with them, Written language can no more be regarded only as

a vehicle - used by a small number of representatives of the "upper, class

culture" - of recording and distributing information. It is a medium for

conveying information and a means of everyday communication between people.

But it is also an essential part of our present environment. Letter strings

and various texts have become a part of the modern milieu: they can be

compared to various other objects, designs and institutions in this milieu.

It would be unrealistic to imagine that words and texts in English or in

1

to its meeting on 13 th September, 1976 The Finnish Language Board con-
sidered that the convergence of spelling and pronunciation should be further
emphasized. The "correct" pronunciation is thus /alfa sulfa data/, not
°/alffa Sulffa daatta/.The present author has submitted in January 1976 an
-title on the topic fer the Finnish Language Boaed,_ to he published in

the linguistic quarterly vaittaja.
.

17
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senie other language could be wiped out advertising, trade marks,
labels, the television screen or the pages of newspapers. It would also

!qn naive to believe that the international jargon of trade, technology,

science or entertainment would touch the Finnish language and its ortho-

graphy only superficially and that it would conform immediately to

norms and the restrictions of the earlier native system.

lnere are thus two levels- in the orthography as well as in the spoken

language of Finnish: there is the inner, strictly phonological, spelling

principle, which atiolies only to words that belong to the native morpho-

logical system. Then there are a number of recent spelling conventions

that can be applied only to the new vocabulary, and the application of

which is determined by morph0phonolOgical rules. The present development

does not necessarily mean that the "convergence to pronunciation" of

Finnish orthography, would be extinguished. It only means that the ortho-

graphic system will have several layers, much in the same way as the

European languages of older literary tradition have them alreeviy.

the question of the adequacy and excellence of the Finnish ortho-

graphy does not ultimately concern Finnish only. The same arguments can

be presented in the evaluation of any phonological spelling system and

its possible alternatives. On the one hand, one has to consider the support

for variety in the spoken language and toleration of various proniinciations

as well as the internationalism, which are all pros for morphophonological

spelling (eg. English of Japanese). On the other hand, the easy and rapid

acquisition or reading and writing among children is undoubtedly a pro

for phonological spelling. The "convergence to prontinciation" of Finnish

orthography, and its near)), complete phonologicality could perhaps be

retained - or sooner regained - by means of intensive instruction in

language usage. However, even if Finnish orthography went through the

same changes that the spelling systeMS of some other languages of Europe

have already partly undergone, the result would not necessarily be a change

for the worse. Language is constantly changing and the norms and ideals

of the speakers are changing with it.
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6

Even if the differences In the orthographic systems of two languages

are often excluded from phonetic-phonological contrastive studies, they

are still a factor which cannot be ignored in the analysis of pronunci-
ation teching and the linguistic background factors of learning, The

and problems in pronunciation may be due just as much. to diffe-

rences in the orthographic system as to the differences in the sound
system. The relation of sound and spelling in a specific language is

a potential source of errors for a Finnish speaker especially, since Finn-
iSh is spelt phonologically - in contrast to several other spelling sys-
tems.

Due to his own letter/sound system the Finnish speaker may automati-

cally employ his own rules in the pronunciation and perception of a foreign

language and these rules imply that every letter in written text must also
be pronounced. In learning a.foreignlanguage, however, it is absolutely

necessary to perceive that the relation of the written signs to the sounds
in the E hct language iiiay be different tram the relation prevailing in
the native language. If the relation between sounds and spelling in a

foreign language deviates from that of the native language, and this is

not realized by the sPeaker, he may tend to perceiVe an utterance he hears

as a sound sequence that corresponds to the letter string in the graphemic

representation of the word, and he may also produce the word according to
the tame rule.

Thus not only the phonological system of the native language, but

also a spelling convention deviating from one's own may also lead the speak-

er astray e,g. as regards the length of the sounds. In German (as in
Swedish) the length of the consonant does not have a distinctive function,
so that the combination of two similar consonants can be seen as a symbol

of the short quantity of the preceding vowel (eg. German ham/Kamm). A

consonant that follows a short vowel has a slightly longer duration than

a consonant that follows a long vowel, but the duration is still net as
long as the duration of the Finnish geminate symbolized by two letters in
orthography. Therefore, it is a typically Finnish error to lengthen a

German consonant that follows a short a short vowel: * (gas:e kom:en

fyl:enl. This error may be due either to an over differentiation in the
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the durations, with a resultiii substitution, or it may be

n the influence of spelling: it cuStomary for the Finnish speak-

er to produce a geminate where there are o consonant letters in written

text.

An important function of phonetic transcription in language teaching

is net only to help to pronounce correctly but also to help to hear cor-

rectly. with the help of a transcription prepared to support the written

text, the pupil can learn to hear' the same sequence of segments in an

utterance e, a native speaker. A phonetic transcription is particularly

useful the re:ation between the letters in orthography and the pho-

nemes in an utterance in a foreign language differs from that of the

native language. The more unphonological the orthopraphy of the foreign

language is, the more reasonable it is to employ phonetic transcription

in teaching: one of the primary functions of transcription is to show

haw an utterance can be analyzed as a sequence of successive distinctive

sound :,nits.

A typical pronunciation error cau uu by an erro interprctzt

he spelling, is the pronunciation of <h> in certain German words:

the grapheme <h> in words like gehen or Mahe is understood as a symbol

of. a voiced laryngeal spirant, in accordance with Finnish pronunciation

in words like masEhan or 6aha. Thus the German words are pronounced

[ge:Ren my:Re] (cf. Finnish [ma:Ran saga]). It is probable that

the speaker not only uses [h] because he is inspired by the graphemic

representation in his own speech, but also because he hears an imaginary

[h] in native German speech as well. The correct pronunciation [ge:an

my:4], provided in connection with the graphemic representation would

facilitate the correct perception of the word and would also provide

cues for the correct pronunciation.

One source of errors connected with the relation of written and spoken

language is the fact that a single letter may be used to signify a different

sound in different languages. The spelling of a foreign language may be

just as phonological as the spelling of the native language, but the

physical sounds symbolized with the same letter may be different in

the two languages. In Finnish orthography the letter 40> symbolizes Iol

in speech, but in Swedish orthography - with few exceptions - it symbolizes

(0. The letter <u>, on the other hand, is the symbol of Lu) in Finnish,

0



but in Swedish. Claims cannot be made that either of the spellingS

would be more correct or more phonological, for in both languages a certain

letter is systematically used to symbolize a certain sound.

pie to the intimate relationship between spelling and phonology in

Finn.qh, the letters arc, for the Finnish speaker, written reflections

of his inner secondary articulation of words into distinctive units. There

fore the symbolic value of a letter is more intact for a speaker of Finn-

ish than it is for a speaker of a language in which the orthography follows

the segmental principle less accurately. With Finnish speakers foreign

language learning normally involves a process to which little attention

;las been paid, viz, the learning of a more abstract and more linguistic

approach to the written symbols of the foreign language.
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